BD Learning Compass

Access the BD Learning Compass Portal here: [https://bd.com/LearningCompass](https://bd.com/LearningCompass)

**REGISTER:** If you were previously registered for the Customer Learning Portal (CLP), use your existing username and password. If you are a NEW USER, please click [register now](https://bd.com/LearningCompass) and register with your work/facility email address.

**ACCESS:** To Access the MedMined curricula, enter "MedMined" in the Global Search field at the upper right corner of the screen.

- Click on the title of the curriculum to preview the courses it contains.
  - Medication Stewardship Advisor curriculum contains the Pharmacy related courses.
- Click Request to sign up for the curriculum you want.
- Complete the brief Request form, and click Submit.

The curriculum will be added to your My Learning in Progress widget, and you will see it under Learning > My Learning.

- Click Open Curriculum to review the contents and begin reviewing your courses. You can review them in any order, and when you are finished, you can use the note at the bottom of the curriculum to mark your curriculum complete.

If you have questions about the content of the education, the MedMined education team can be reached at [DL-US-MedMined-Education@BD.com](mailto:DL-US-MedMined-Education@BD.com).

If you have difficulty accessing the content, let us know at [LearningCompass@bd.com](mailto:LearningCompass@bd.com).
Recommended trainings for Infection Preventionists: MedMined Foundations curriculum:

This curriculum organizes the MedMined web-based training courses in one place so you can track your progress through the foundational courseware. Includes the following course topics:

- CLP1121 - MedMined™ Overview Case Study
- CLP1154 - Enhancing MedMined Data Quality
- CLP1126 - Location Management
- CLP1130 - Specimen Collection, Lab Process and Source Mapping
- CLP1105 - Introduction to the Virtual Surveillance Interface (VSI)
- CLP1119 - Antibiogram Reporting Console
- CLP1123 - Pattern Basics
- CLP1124 - Microbiology and Epidemiology 99
- CLP1125 - Microbiology and Epidemiology 101
- CLP1131 - MedMined Benchmarking
- CLP1199 - LabID NHSN Reporting
- CLP1201 - MedMined Surveillance Advisor Tools: Document Library, Browse Patient Details and Browse a Location Census
- CLP1205 - MedMined Surveillance Advisor Tools: Sentinels
- CLP1155 - Patient Event Advisor Overview
- CLP1103 - Pyxis™ Advisor

Recommended trainings for Pharmacists MedMined MSA: Medication Stewardship Advisor:

- CLPMM0001 – MSA: Custom Alert Template Overview Video
- CLPMM0002 – MSA: Alerts Tab Overview Video
- CLPMM0003 – MSA: Subscribing to Alerts Video
- CLPMM0004 – MSA: Alert Documentation Overview Video
- CLPMM0005 – MSA: Dashboard Overview Video
- CLPMM0006 – MSA: Alert Resolution and Workflow Options Video
- CLPMM0007 – MSA: Patient Details Video
- CLPMM0008 – MSA: Reviewing and Modifying Alert Subscriptions Video
- CLPMM0009 – MSA: Creating Custom Alerts with Therapy and General Lab Criteria Video
- CLPMM0010 – MSA: Creating Custom Alerts with Microbiology Criteria Video
- CLPMM0011 – MSA: Combining your Drug Utilization and Pathogen Reports
- CLPMM0012 – MSA: Drug Utilization Reports and Pivot Tables
- CLPMM0013 – MSA: Four Step Process for Antimicrobial Stewardship
- CLPMM0014 – MSA: Overview of Patient Details

Also see the following courses in the MedMined Foundations curriculum:

- CLP1119 - Antibiogram Reporting Console
- CLP1155 - Patient Event Advisor Overview
- CLP1103 - Pyxis™ Advisor